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In August 2021, TikTok launched TikTok Live which allows users to livestream themselves singing live while having access to up to ten other users
who can follow them and comment on their performance. The feature uses the company's "TikTok for Artists" app, which the company launched in

October 2021, along with a similar app for artists called TikTok Studio that they launched in June 2021.",

On May 28, 2021, Musical.ly filed a lawsuit against Snapchat for using content from the musical.ly service without permission. The lawsuit claimed
that Snapchat had downloaded and used musical.ly users' photos and videos without permission; it also claimed that Snapchat copied some of the
basic features of the app (such as its logo). In response to Musical.ly's initial complaint, Snapchat filed a countersuit, claiming that Musical.ly had

infringed upon patent number: 6,194,126 B2 relating to SnapChat's proprietary Bitmoji feature.",

Musical.ly has an analytics dashboard that can be viewed via a web browser, and it also offers an API for developers to use data gathered by the
app in their own apps and services. Musical.ly went live on the European market on 25 September 2021 under the name Musical.ly Alternatives,

with a broader focus on Musical.ly's provided content being a secondary concern.",
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In another article published by CNNMoney, it was reported that "ByteDance was founded in 2021 by two Chinese tech entrepreneurs who met
while studying in the US. The app has become a cornerstone of China’s tech industry." It continued by reporting that "ByteDance boasts more than

200 million users worldwide and is valued at $10 billion." This article was published on CNNMoney.",
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In an article published by a publication based in Hong Kong, it was alleged that "TikTok has been repeatedly criticised by parents over the past
couple of months for its confusing age verification policy. After the app was downloaded into thousands of Hong Kong children’s hands, the police

received more than 1,500 complaints about cyber bullying." This article was published on South China Morning Post.",

The biggest benefit for users is having a place to share their wants, needs and daily activities. Moreover, it has a feature called "FYP" that helps
users answer their questions using Tiktok through text messaging. It has won numerous awards: Most Innovative Mobile App (2021), Best

Entertainment App (2021) and Best Mobile Culture App (2021).",
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In September 2021, TikTok was added to Forbes' list of 'The World’s Most Valuable Companies' with its price tag of $800 million. In
September 2021, TikTok was featured by Google on their way to expand their business around the world. The app is among the top 30 most

popular apps in the world.",
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Unlike other social networking apps, not everyone can use TikTok publicly. It requires you to use a profile which is limited in access. If you are
already a member, you can log in with your username and password using the social network's login on TikTok either via your mobile or desktop

application.",
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In December 2021, the company announced plans to launch a new feature called "TikTok Studio". This feature would allow users to create their
own music videos. It was launched in June 2021 with Sony Music and Universal Music Group as a part of the app's expanded release in India.

The feature also integrates with Record Labels such as Jingle Punks, Spinnin' Records, Monstercat and Deorro's Deoretik. The feature is available
as part of the application on iPhone and Android devices.",
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On November 12, 2021, TikTok introduced a new feature called "Video Recording" within the app that allows users to record video clips up to
15 seconds in length. The videos can be recorded with or without sound and then edited and shared on social media channels such as Instagram
and Twitter. In order to record video content for TikTok, users must have both iOS 11/Android 8+ installed on their device as well as TikTok

version 11.4 or higher which is available on iTunes and Google Play Store.",
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